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Code s1 s2 s3

Shape s1, s2, s3; null null null

s3 = new Triangle(); null null 1

(new Circle()).fill() null null 1

s1 = new Square();    

s2 = s3;    

s2.die();    

new Square();    

s2 = new Square();    

s2 = new Square();    

s2.fill();    

(new Triangle()).fill()    

s3.die()    

Objects and Addresses
Often a program will be working with items, like colors or coordinate points, that are
defined by several numbers, rather than just one. Rather than define many variables,
one for each number that defines that item, I wrap it up in an object, another "person" in the computer who
has a set of variables that he holds on to. I can then retrieve the numbers from that object by sending
messages to its address.

A class is a definition of a particular job than an object could have. I can ask a class to create a new object
by using the new keyword. When the class is done making the object, it will return the address in memory
where that object is living. I can hold on to that address in a variable, and send messages to it.

In code, you can tell the difference between classes (which define a type of object) and variables (which refer
to the actual objects) because we give classes capitalized names (like Turtle), and we give variables
lowercase names (like bob).

You can think about classes and objects in terms of this little story. Suppose that I am the president of a
company, and I ask for a new Engineer() to come work for me. Because there is an agreed-on
definition of the Engineer class - that is, the way to train an engineer and the tasks an engineer can be
expected to perform - any university can produce an engineer for me. Soon, I get a resume in the mail, which
has the address of my new engineer; I send a message to that address asking him to come work for me.

To send a message to an address, I write a "." dot after the object's address, then I write the name of a
method, a task that the object knows how to perform. The method name always ends with () parentheses. A
common type of message that we saw today is a request for information - I can ask a Color object to
getRed(), or ask a Point object to getX().

. 1 As you step through each line of the code to
the right, do the following:

- If an object is created, draw it in the next
available memory slot.
- In the column for each variable, fill in the
number address it has, or null.
- If an object is told to fill(), fill in its sketch
in the slots.
- If an object is told to die(), cross out its spot.
The first three lines are done for you. So, for
example, all the variables start out null; then, the
next line makes a triangle and assigns its address
(1) to s1. The next line makes a circle and fills it
in, but doesn't change any variable.

. 2 Did I ever make the mistake above of trying to message a null variable? If so, put an arrow by the
line(s) that are guilty of this.



. 3 Walk through the code below in your mind, and tell me what p is equal to at the end. You will find it
helpful to keep a record of what is in each variable as you go along. Doing this in pencil would be
clever, because the value of a variable may change.

Point p = new Point(2, -3);

double d = p.getX() + 7;

d = Math.sqrt(d);

double a = d + p.getY();

p = new Point(a * d, a + d);

a = p.getY();

d = d - a;

a = (a + d) / 2;

d = Math.sqrt(a * d);

p = new Point(a, d);

. 4 Suppose that you want to scale a Point by a factor of three; that is, make both coordinates three
times as big. Assume that you already have a Point p assigned to some Point object, and write
some code that will create a scaled Point and assign it back to p.

. 5 The code below is supposed to create a Point that is at the position (r, theta) in polar coordinates.
There is an error in the code - not a syntax error, but a logical error, a place where the code works, but
doesn't do what I want. Correct that error.

double r = 10, theta = Math.PI * 5 / 6;

double x = Math.cos(theta);

double y = Math.sin(theta);

Point p = new Point(x, y);


